
Division Yacht Report 

2018 Beneteau Cup and French Yacht Challenge 

Red, White and Blue predominated last weekend for the running of the Beneteau Cup and French 
Yacht Challenge. Two days of racing in moderate to fresh NNE winds kept everyone honest and 
provided some great racing. Saturday’s race around Peel Island allowed crews to stretch out a bit, 
whilst Sunday’s race (twice around Green Island) would have tested those that stayed too late telling 
stories at the bar on Saturday night. On shore hospitality was again first class as were the uniforms 
of those teams vying for best dressed. This is a great event to be a part of and with a formidable 
tradition of hard racing and après sailing camaraderie, the chances of having a really enjoyable 
weekend are always high. 

Colourful sailing identities were seen in significant numbers, particularly on Saturday afternoon / 
evening (they were in scarce supply on Sunday), which added to the enjoyment of the event as did 
their associated commentary. Who had the most fun? Everyone I think! 

Congratulations to the winners, ‘The Matrix’ (Jane Virtue) in the Performance Division, ‘Jack Tar’ 
(Marco Malgarini) in the Cruising Spinnaker Division and ‘Alvis’ (Stuart Markwell) in the Rally 
Division. 

A big thank you to the principal event sponsor The Yacht Brokerage. Without your ongoing support, 
events like this just wouldn’t fly, nor would they be nearly as enjoyable! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------o------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2018 Goodwill Cup- Can we reach a fleet of thirty? 

There’s still time to enter the 2018 Goodwill Cup which promises to be a great weekend. We’d like to 
see a fleet of thirty, and we’re getting there which is good news. Remember this is a great 
opportunity to sail hard and party (a bit), but most importantly, spend some time together as a like- 
minded group, and get to know each other a bit better. And we’ve got a few visiting crews, so they 
need to be made welcome too. We can do this, so let’s prove it... 

 

 

  

Which yacht carried the most colourful sailing identities - ‘Coopers’ or 
‘Fusion’? That’s a tough question to answer! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------o---------------------------------------------------------------- 

Quote of the Week 

Sidney Gavignet is currently leading the ‘Rhum Mono’ Class in the Route de Rhum but it hasn’t all 
been plain sailing. And he remembers being rescued from his damaged maxi trimaran in the 2010 
race. In yet another challenging experience, he needed all of his 30 years of long offshore racing to 
fend off potential disaster on board his 52 foot Finot ‘Café Joyeux’. ‘I will not forget this Rhum!’ he 
says. ‘The [auto]pilot is suffering from water inside it and failed, broaching us with the keel on the 
wrong side. I had no foul weather gear on - I was getting changed. And I had no boots on. But I 
managed not to panic; I told myself everything is stable. I sorted it all out calmly with no obvious 
damage. But then I had no alternative but to stay at the helm in up to 45 knots of wind’. 

There is an interesting backstory here too. Sidney Gavignet was not to be the yacht’s original 
skipper. It was to be Yann Bucaille, however business and professional commitments forced him to 
withdraw. Gavignet assumed the role to help further his personal mission as a business coach and 
ambassador. ‘I don’t want this Rhum to be like the other two’, he says. ‘Without wanting to renounce 
the past, this is not just another race, it’s the first in a new career journey’. And the sponsor Joyeau 
needs acknowledgement too. The company operates to give people with cognitive disabilities their 
dignity back by negotiating ‘real world’ employment for them. It would be great therefore, if ‘Café 
Joyeux’ went on to win its Class in this gruelling event. 

------------------------------------------------------------------o----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Back In the Day 

Well, ‘back to the present’ really as ‘Magic Bus’, winner of the World Quarter Ton Championship in 
1976, hit the water again last Saturday after an epic restoration. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And I promised to re-live the quantum leap in technology (circa early 1980’s) that was the Transit 
Satellite Navigation System, previously closed from view (as it was a military application), but 
eventually opened to public use. Five satellites formed what was called the ‘basic constellation’ but 
there was a spare placed in orbit for each of these five. The issue of course was that you needed as 
least one of the five to be comfortably above the horizon wherever you were at the time of needing 
a fix, remembering too that they were in low orbit compared to today’s satellites and your receiver 
was ‘on the move’ which caused a reduction in accuracy, as the system relied on reconciling 
(analysing) Doppler curves to determine your ‘likely’ position. 

If you were lucky, your owner invested significantly in a ‘SatNav’ receiver. If your owner was a bit 
short (no names), he or she could hire one for a specific race or series. The most popular was the 
Magnavox MX 4102 because it incorporated relatively sophisticated route planning capabilities 
including ‘dead reckoning’, using boat speed and compass inputs, to keep your position updated 
between satellite fixes, which were often hours apart. Over reliance on such technology was a bit 
risky given its need for constant battery power. There were also plenty of anxious moments as you 
waited between fixes, particularly if you had decided to drop celestial navigation protocols in favour 
of the science. 

 

 

 

 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------o------------------------------------------------------------- 

Image of the Week 

Power, colour and spectacle are the IMOCA 60 class’ classic attributes. All are captured here by 
Alexis Courcoux shortly after the start of the 2018 Route de Rhum – Destination Guadeloupe 
 

 

 

 

The sometimes long and 
anxious wait for five 
‘stars’ to appear on the 
screen, indicating an 
acceptably accurate fix, 
required a strong heart... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------o----------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Out and About 
 
The capsize of the Maxi Tri ‘Bank Populaire IX’ in the Route de Rhum after losing her port hull and 
the withdrawal of ‘Edmond de Rothschild’ after the bow section of her starboard hull tore away, 
reminds us of the risks involved in utilising new technologies. The forces applied to composite 
components in extreme offshore racing conditions are huge and despite the application of best 
engineering practice, I wonder if it’s really possible to accurately assess the dynamic forces at play. It 
will be interesting to hear the outcome of investigations in both cases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some of the stories coming from competitors in the Golden Globe Race are also disturbing and 
despite best intentions, it seems a number were not sufficiently experienced or prepared for the 
demands associated with such an ‘adventure’. These are often extreme, as is the endurance 
required to complete a circumnavigation. We can only hope that no lives are lost and that the race 
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organisers will consider amendments that will lift entry standards should they wish to run future 
races. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------o------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Diary Entries 

Here’s a list of upcoming events that you might like to (or should) note in your diary. Your 
participation in all or any would be most welcomed I’m sure. 

Sunday 11th November – Long Passage Series Race 2 

Saturday & Sunday 17th & 18th November – 2018 Goodwill Cup 

Saturday 24th November – Kingfisher Bay Night Series Race 2 

Sunday 2nd December - Long Passage Series Race 3 

Sunday 9th December – ‘Round the Cans’ Series Races 1, 2 & 3 

Saturday 15th December – Long Passage Series Race 3 followed by ‘Splice the Mainbrace’ (therefore 
a big day!) 

------------------------------------------------------------------o----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Inbox 

Remember, I’ll always be looking for Division Yacht news, views, ideas and opinions worthy of 
publication so please feel free to email or phone Tony Shaw with anything you may have. It won’t 
fall on deaf ears… 

Email – psh15138@bigpond.net.au, Mobile – 0411 429 527 

mailto:psh15138@bigpond.net.au

